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Tweezed, penciled, dyed, or waxed -- welcome to the fascinating world of the eyebrow!The

eyebrow. No other facial feature is as easily changed -- and none can make such a dramatic

difference in your total look.In this highly original beauty book, renowned makeup artist and eyebrow

specialist Robyn Cosio reveals everything you ever wanted to know about the often neglected

eyebrow and helps you create the perfect brows for your face.Cosio follows the evolution of

eyebrow fashion through history, from ancient Egyptian women's recipes for homemade brow

powder to eighteenth-century English beauties who glued tiny pieces of mouse hide to their

foreheads, then focuses on the twentieth century and shows how changes in brow shape have

given a different look to each decade.The Eyebrow is filled with dozens of beautiful photographs of

stars from throughout the twentieth century, ranging from the silent-film vamp's angry slash of a

brow to the thin, stylized, glamorous brow of the 1930s to the haute-couture Diva Arch of the 1950s

-- the pinnacle of elegance and sophistication -- to the tadpole brow of the 1970s and Brooke

Shields's natural-looking brow of the 1980s.Stars have completely changed their looks over the

years by changing their eyebrows. Joan Crawford's incredibly thin blond brows of the 1920s evolved

into her signature thick black brows of the 1950s. And powerful brows have shaped the looks of

countless men, from Groucho Marx and Boris Karloff to Clark Gable and Clint Eastwood.Finally,

Cosio helps you create your own perfect brows, whether you have thick, bushy brows or only a few

sparse hairs to work with. She shows the folly of eyebrow trends, instead helping you to create a

pair of classically elegant brows that make the perfect frame for your face, giving you an instant

facelift.With this eye-opening book, you'll never look at eyebrows the same way again.
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Robyn Cosio experiences creative giddiness every time she meets a new client's eyebrows. "What

other calling allows you to give women an instant 'facelift' that will elevate their spirits as well as

widen and enlarge their eyes?" the author and renowned make-up artist asks in The Eyebrow, a

thoroughly fascinating encyclopedia on eyebrow beauty. Starting with a historical view of the brow,

Cosio includes bizarre facts--for example, fashionable women of the early 1700s wore false

eyebrows cut from mouse hides to make themselves look perpetually surprised. The bulk of the text

and photos, however, is devoted to the famous eyebrows of the 20th century, including those of

Greta Garbo, Lauren Bacall, Marilyn Monroe, Elizabeth Taylor, Ali McGraw, and Uma Thurman.

Drawing parallels between the fashions, politics, and ideology of each decade, Cosio shows how

the eyebrow has given shape to different eras--more perky and defined in the '50s, wild and

wayward in the early '70s, powerful and statement-oriented in the '80s. She also devotes a section

to understanding the allure and hidden messages behind the male eyebrow. By the time readers

reach the final chapter, they'll be itching to use their tweezers. Fortunately, Cosio delivers 25

well-illustrated pages on how to find the ideal brow design and offers a slew of tips for tweezing and

maintaining shape. Simply flipping through the pages of this generously photographed book will

make you look upon your own eyebrows--and just about everyone else's--with a new eye. --Gail

Hudson

By changing the shape of your eyebrows, you change the look of your face. Robyn Cosio

understands that. -- --Gina GershonRobyn Cosio is unique in the beauty industry. She creates

brows where there are none. Amazing! -- --Burton Machen, hairstylist

A fascinating book about the progress of eyebrow fashion through history by an renowned makeup

artist whose path into the world of glamour is a fun read in itself. The book is abundantly illustrated

with photos of famous faces, plus step-by step illustrations for improving your own brows. Before

reading ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“The Eyebrow,ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• I hadnÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t thought much

about what a difference just changing the brows could make in the look of the whole face.

Love this glamorous book and the many shapes and styles through the eras! Great conversation

piece/coffee table book. Book was in nice shape and arrived on time.



I used to work as her assistant so I want a copy for sentiment.

I love this Book, I learned a lot

Great book

This book doesn't give much support or detail of how you can obtain a beautiful eyebrow, although

all the photographs are very nice and all. Not enough information to obtain best brow formula,

choosing the right shape for your face. Very disappointed.

In addition to being a clear how-to for creating beautiful brows, this book is an enchanting history of

eyebrow styles. Gorgeous photos and a lively writing style make it all great fun.

Last year, when Jessica Pallingston's LIPSTICK came out, I thought, what? a whole book about

lipstick? Give me a break! But then, I was enchanted.... And now, with this book, I had a similar first

impression... and even stronger.. I thought, come on, and eyebrow book! Strangely, though, I've

found these two books more revealing about beauty subject matter than most generalist books.

Now I'm looking forward to something else along the same line. A book that's specific can lead to

fascinating things you hadn't thought of before, as both these books do so well.
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